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ABSTRACT
The Sentinel-2 satellite launch in mid-2015 has similar characteristics as the Landsat
TM/ETM+/OLI satellites. Together, these satellites will in the future produce a tremendous quantity
of optical images worldwide, with increasing temporal coverage towards higher latitudes due to
their polar orbits. Due to this large amount of images, it will be increasingly difficult to manually
choose the best glacier mapping scenes as currently done for glacier mapping methods. Often it is
also not optimal to use only one scene due to regionally varying mapping conditions. To fully
exploit the volume of multi-temporal images, methods for mapping glaciers should be revisited. To
this end, we aim to create robust, automatic algorithms for glacier mapping applications, exploiting
the multi-temporal signatures in the satellite data.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid glacier changes have already been documented in many mountain regions throughout the
world (e.g. 1). Remote sensing techniques are ideal for measuring glaciers on a large scale, as
they cover remote glacierized areas with relatively little effort. The archive of Landsat satellite
scenes is key to the mapping of glaciers, and represents the longest running and continuous
satellite record of glacier changes. Sentinel-2, launching in spring 2015, has similar settings as the
Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI satellites. At the equator, the two Sentinel satellites alone will produce a
repeat coverage of 5 days. Due to the polar orbiting of these satellites, the amount of images will
increase significantly towards higher latitudes, especially when combined with Landsat 8. These
optical satellites will together promote multi-temporal and multi-sensor based analysis, not least in
high-latitude areas. Throughout the season, glaciers display a unique sequence of optical
properties in a yearly repetitive pattern. The seasonal evolution of a glacier can be tracked through
time as the seasonal snow melts away, and the glacier ice appears in the ablation area and the firn
in the accumulation area. Higher resolution time-series of satellite images can increase the range
of information available for glacier surfaces. Each pixel on a glacier has a specific temporal
signature that is in most cases different from the temporal signatures of off-glacier terrain, and can
thus be used for classification purposes and glacier outline detection. The use of multi-temporal
imagery in this way has not yet been fully exploited.
The commonly used current method for glacier outline mapping is the multi-spectral band ratio
method between a RED-band and SWIR-band (short wave infrared band), using the most recent
recommendations and guidelines (2, 3). This approach however needs optimal satellite scenes
with minimal snow and cloud cover. Unfortunately, with the available optical imagery, the time
period between such optimal scene conditions might sometimes amount to several years, as
observed especially in maritime areas (e.g. 4). The amount of optical satellite images will increase
significantly in the future, and it will be challenging to manually extract the optimal mapping scene
from the time-series. Another challenge with using only one image is that optimal mapping
conditions might not happen synchronously over one scene.
The sequence of images in a time-series of satellite images may be regarded as a three
dimensional signal (x, y, t) which depends on pixel values at position (x, y) and time (t). Fig. 1
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Figure 1: A time-series of glacier satellite images can be interpreted according to two time scales;
multi-annual or intraseasonal. These two time scales can be analysed chronologically or using
stack statistics (e.g. mean).
outlines two strategies for exploring multi-temporal glacier mapping methods. The approaches can
be distinguished according to two time-scales:
1. The multi-annual approach using the scenes from the entire archive for selected locations
(In this study we used the Landsat TM/ETM/OLI archive).
2. The intraseasonal approach, where several images from one season are used. (Here, we
simulate higher temporal resolution by using scenes of the same season from several
adjacent years).
The time-series may be interpreted using two methods:
1. Stack statistics for each pixel (e.g. mean, median, min. st.dev etc.) where the result is a
composite of several surface states throughout a time period without observing their
sequence.
2. Chronological interpretation of the data, where the evolution on the data set is captured
through each pixel sequentially ordered in time.
We explore the potential from higher temporal resolution of satellite images in the future, using
three application scenarios:
1) Synthesizing an optimal mapping scene.
2) Improved glacier mapping.
3) Glacier change analysis.
All applications focus on methods using ratio images (Red/SWIR) of Landsat 5TM and 7ETM+ as
this approach has often been shown to provide particularly robust results. The purpose of this
study is to exemplify the potential of satellite image time series over glaciers, and not to come up
with a complete overview or concrete validated processing lines.
DATA AND APPLICATIONS
A dense time-series of suitable satellite images from the Landsat archive is in general hard to
retrieve, especially in maritime glacier regions, due to cloudiness and acquisition gaps. However,
one can simulate higher temporal resolution using images from adjacent years (± 2 years). Study
sites in areas with little summer cloud cover increase the availability of remote sensing data. In this
work we use Landsat satellite imagery from Pamir in Tajikistan, the Chugach Mountains in Alaska,
and North-eastern Patagonia in Chile. The study sites cover continental high mountain areas
(Pamir), maritime areas (Alaska), and inland areas in a rain shadow (Chile). These three examples
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are interconnected as one application might be used as a preprocessing step for the other. For
instance multi-annual change detection may be based on synthetic instead of real optimal scenes.
1. Synthesizing optimal mapping scenes
Until now, the multispectral band ratio method between the RED-band and SWIR-band has
typically been used on a single satellite scene (2, 3). However, good mapping conditions may vary
regionally within a satellite scene (Fig. 2) and mapping glaciers with a single scene will be even
more problematic on a Sentinel-2 image with 290 km swath width, as compared to Landsat’s 185
km. The increased temporal resolution in the future has the potential to make mapping glacier
outlines more robust and fully automated. Using stack statistics on seasonal optical imagery
synthesizes an optimal mapping scene, even in maritime areas and years when it is hard to
retrieve a single good mapping scene. Another advantage is the potential of continuity of a timeseries of the same glacierized area every year and potentially use it for change analysis (see
section 3. Glacier change analysis).

Figure 2: Landsat 5TM image over Pamir (Tajikistan) on 24 Sept. The figure illustrates favorable
(a) and non-favorable (b) mapping conditions together on one satellite scene. At b) a part of the
image shows areas covered by snow (snow follows a contour line illustrated by the red arrow), and
other parts have clouds (yellow arrow).

Figure 3: Mean Red/SWIR of 9 Landsat images with various snow and cloud properties from the
years 2000 and 2004 (Chugach Mountains in Alaska). Left: Without cloudmask, Right; With cloud
mask (5).
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Fig. 3 shows the minimum snow cover mapping of a stack of nine Landsat images from the
Chugach Mountains, Alaska. Regional differences in the satellite images are taken into account
because each pixel in the stack of images is given new calculated values. Even though the mean
does not neglect outliers, the temporal signature on the glacier is strong and the mean is sufficient
in most circumstances. Different snow conditions might be fluctuating in mountain ranges due to
climatic variations or altitude differences. Clouds can also be more frequent in some glacier
mountain areas compared to others. A cloud mask algorithm called Fmask (5) was applied on the
nine Landsat satellite images. The Fmask algorithm shows a good performance on snow/ice with
high reflectance both for thin and thick cloud cover. However, some improvements on artifacts
around outlet glaciers were applied to the open source algorithm by including an extra threshold
value in the blue band.

Figure 4: Upper left: A sine curve fitted to band ratio values over several adjacent years for one
pixel in the accumulation area on a glacier in the Pamirs. Histograms of the subset in Pamir, based
on the sine fits through the seasonal variation of the Red/SWIR band ratios. Upper right: Automatic
glacier (snow and ice) mapping using the mean summer values of the entire Pamir time stack
(parameter d). c) The day of year for the corresponding maximum sine curve value; d) Mean
summer ratio values showing a clear difference between on and off glacier terrain; e) mean winter
values whithout such difference.
2. Glacier mapping
In order to account for glacier changes, glacier inventories should be retrieved in intervals of a few
decades (6). However, recent down-wasting of many glaciers in the world and the persistence of
glacier change due to climate change, means that glacier inventories require often shorter mapping
intervals. A time-stack of 104 overlapping Landsat 5TM and 7ETM+ images within 1999-2003 were
analyzed to simulate one year of acquisitions in the Pamirs. Within these Landsat scenes all kinds
of surface types and cloud conditions are included throughout the whole year. For most glacier
pixels a distinct seasonal variation in band ratio values was found in the Pamir time series (e.g red
dot in Fig 4). As a running mean over the band-ratio time series resembled a sine curve, such a
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sine curve was fit through each pixel of the time-stack of ratio images (Fig. 4), and parameters
extracted for every pixel in the image. A seasonal variation of the Red/SWIR values is apparent onglacier but not off-glacier. The exact reason for this seasonal variation on the glacier is unknown to
us at this moment. The Red band is often saturated in Landsat 5TM and 7ETM+, especially in the
summer time, due to the 8-bit radiometric resolution. Therefore it is most likely that the signal in the
seasonal variation stems from the SWIR band. The yearly variation might be related to temporal
differences in snow properties (grain size, wet/dry snow), surface roughness or illumination angle.
The sine curve parameters are showing different signals on and off glacier. The point c in fig. 4 is
the day of year corresponding to the maximum peak of the sine curve, coherent with the phase, b
(t0). The histogram of this parameter for the whole study area shows clear differences on and off
glacier, c. Similar results are found when the mean of the summer images is calculated, d. A
complete automatic mapping of minimum snow cover is presented in fig. 4 (upper right) using the
mean summer values. Note that all pixels through a stack of 104-images are included with all its
variety. The result clearly shows potential for a complete automatic mapping in the future. The red
glacier outlines are based on the traditional Red/SWIR method from one image. The mapped
glaciers from the two methods are compared with clear similarities between the mapped glacier
areas. Debris is not taken into account in this exercise. As expected, there is no clear separation
between on and off glacier in the winter ratio images, parameter e.
3. Glacier change analysis
The Landsat archive is important for glacier change analysis because it is the world’s longest
continuous remote sensing record going back to 1982, starting with Landsat 4TM. (We neglect in
this study Landsat MSS due to the lack of a SWIR band). The length of the archive is now
comparable to a reliable climatic baseline period of ~30 years, which means that it is long enough
to represent the recent average climate including natural variations and several significant weather
anomalies. A false color composite of three years (1984, 2000 and 2011) clearly shows the retreat
of the selected outlet glaciers in Northern Patagonia, Chile, with white representing the area where
the glaciers (and snow) exist in each of the three years (Fig. 5a). The minimum and maximum
values were calculated on a stack of 5 carefully selected years (1984, 2000, 2002, 2005, and
2011). Fig. 5b shows the ratio between maximum and minimum values as the red area, correspon-

Figure 5: a) A false color composite of three years (1984, 2000 and 2011) of mountain glaciers in
Northern Patagonia, Chile. The outlet glacier has retreated almost 1 km in this time period. b) A
false color composite of the ratio between maximum and minimum values (red) and minimum
values (turquise). Note that the lakes are not mapped when a time series is used, which is an
advantage compared to the current mapping method.
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ding to the maximum extent of the glacier through the image stack. The minimum extent is
represented in the turquoise colors. In this application we have carefully searched for Landsat
satellite scenes with optimal mapping conditions due to the lack of a dense temporal stack of
optical data. However in the future, with increased temporal resolution, it could be possible to
perform fully automated change analysis using for instance synthesized optimal mapping images
explained in section 1. Furthermore, other potential applications of this method can be imagined,
for example lake drainage detection due to glacier outburst floods or glacier surges.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOKS
Advances and retreats of mountain glaciers in arctic and alpine areas are one of the most visible
signs of change in climate. Higher temporal resolution of medium spatial resolution satellite images
will be increasingly available in the near future. Sentinel-2 together with Landsat-8 will improve the
data availability significantly globally, but especially in high latitude areas. The current methods of
glacier mapping have to be revisited and should become less dependent on single, manually
chosen satellite scenes. By exploiting a time-series stack of images, regional differences of the
temporal signature on glaciers can be considered. We have presented three promising application
examples showing the advantages of high temporal resolution satellite imagery. These results are
just the beginning and more thorough quantitative analyses will improve robustness of glacier
mapping. Future work will also stride towards multi-sensory applications combining optical and
SAR-imagery, for example by tracking glacier surface types through time.
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